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LONBEST E-writing Blackboard is an environmental friendly product that perfectly replaces traditional 
blackboards and whiteboards. 

No consumables needed, dust-free, green & healthy, gives no harm to the human body.                                    
No backlight and light reflection to protect user’s eyesight. 

Handwriting with instant response and any objects hardness can be used.  
Also, with storage function, the writing content could be saved in Interactive Touch Panel, Computer.

Allowing users to enjoy real handwriting experience with high-tech convenience. 



Principle of writing: Pressure 
sensitive writing, real handwriting 
experience, make writing totally 

different.

Dust-free & Eco-friendly: No 
consumables required, no need 
marker and chalk to write, any 

objects can be used as the writing 
tools, even your finger nail. No dust 
pollution, green and clean, good for 

uses’ health.  



                                                                                                                                                                          
No backlight & No radiation: The handwriting is reflected by natural light, no 
blue light and radiation, even if you watch for long-time, no fatigue to eyes, 
protecting eyesight of students. 
Environment friendly & Energy saving: No need any electric power while writing 
and display, only needs weak current while erasing. Build-in rechargeable lithium 
battery, it could used about 3 months after being fully charging. 



Synchronous transmission & 
saving: The handwriting can be 
transferred to computer or 
interactive touch panel, can store 
data to PDF for sharing.  

Methods of Erase: Two methods 
are provided, Partial-erase: Use 
the unique eraser to erase partial 
content optionally. One-key-erase: 
Press the erase button to erase 
whole content, it is very 
conveniently; 



Long viewing distance: Clear 
& bright writing, the viewing 
distance is up to 30 meters, 
viewing angle up to 140 
degrees.     

Handwriting with multiple 
users: E-writing blackboard 
can be written by one or 
multiple users, enjoy writing 
and discussion with each 
other.



Nice appearance: Exquisite appearance with adjustable dimension, 
perfectly match with all kinds of Interactive Touch Panel, providing the 
best teaching solution to schools.   



LONBEST E-writing Blackboard

Model LE60P LE65P

Dimension            60”
(1290*1028*29mm)

          65”
(1290*1158*29mm)

Match IWB 
size

           75”      85”/ 86”

Display Flexible liquid crystal molecular 

Writing tools Equipped writing pen or any hard 
objects 

Erase method One-key-erase and partial erase

Frame 
material

             Aluminum alloy

Battery type            2600mAh (18650) 

Adapter 
Voltage

                   12V / 1A 

Installation 
Method

       IWB adjustable mount

Package 
Method

      1 set / carton (1set = 2pcs)
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